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This paper presents a new approach for solving real coefficients complex equation based on simula-




  a  (1)
where ai  i     n are real coefficients, n is equation order and z  x iy is a complex variable.
The technique relates solving complex equation:
fx iy   (2)
what can be written in the form:
Reffx iy  g iImffx iy  g   (3)
The condition (3) is fulfilled if both absolute values of real and imaginary part are equal to zero:
j Reffx iyg j  j Imffx iyg j  (4)




j Reffx iyg j  j Imffx iyg j (5)
The x, y values which correspond to minimum will be the roots of equation (1).
Simulation is conducted using block diagram simulation languages (SIMULINK, etc.) where x 





j Reffx iyg j  j Imffx iyg j (6)
Repeated simulations for different values of y  y   const are performed using MATLAB pro-
gramming. When the desired accuracy is accomplished, the obtained values x  x   y  y  , will
represent one of the equation (1) roots. The procedure is then repeated for different values y  y . In
that manner, all other roots can be localized.
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